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House looks at cutting Pell grants
BY CHARLY HALEY
haleych@mnstate.edu

The
U.S.
House
of
Representatives has proposed
changes that could affect
about 9,500 college students
in Minnesota and even more
nationally.
They are proposing changes
to the Pell grant, which could
eliminate that source of financial
aid for many students. The

Minnesota State University
Student Association, including
the MSUM chapter, is working
to lobby against the Pell Grant
changes proposed for fiscal year
2012.
If the proposed changes are
enacted, approximately 9,500
Minnesota students would be
cut from the Pell grant, said
Thom Beneke, public relations
specialist for MSUM’s chapter
of MSUSA.

The Pell grant is a federal
financial aid program that
provides need-based grants
to low-income undergraduate
and certain post-baccalaureate
students.
Some of the changes include
cutting the number of years
students are eligible for the grant
and changing the criteria for
eligibility, Beneke said.
“They’re looking at changing
what students are actually

eligible for – how much they’re
eligible to receive,” he said.
According to the department
of education website, the
maximum Pell grant for award
year 2011-2012 is $5,550. In the
bill proposing changes, found
at the House of Representatives
website, the maximum would be
$4,860 for award year 2012-2013.
“It’ll also impact students that
work,” Beneke said. “They’re
looking at changing it so that

when a student does work and so
that when a student is working
during school, that’s going to
count against them for how much
they can actually receive in Pell
grants. And so what would
happen is that students that
work a certain amount of hours
every week would potentially be
getting cut from the program.”
The Pell grant has proven to
be helpful to students who have
PELL, PAGE 10
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Student bands to show their skills
BY ANDREW JASON
jasonan@mnstate.edu

T

his Saturday the Music and Entertainment Industry Student Association will host a
battle of the bands with free admission at 7 p.m. in the CMU Underground.
Out of 12 applicants, six were chosen to perform. Rachael Goers, vice-president of MEISA,
explained while most people think of battle of bands as rock shows, this show will be quite
different. There is quite a range of diversity at the show, from folky bluegrass to piano pop.
The battle will feature three guest judges but the audience has a 25 percent say in who will
win. The top three bands will win giftcards to Marguerite’s Music in Moorhead.
MEISA puts on this show every year. The show provides a good experience for bands to
perform. It is also good experience for MEISA students to put on a show.

Meet the bands on page 11
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Inspiration comes in many
forms – one being poetry. For
various students, this literary art
form flows freely through their
day-to-day lives.
Travis Moore, a senior
majoring in English writing,
is one of many aspiring poets
who is also a full-time scholar
at MSUM. Moore, along with
several other students, has high
hopes of others reading and
appreciating his work. Those
aspirations are beginning to be
fulfilled.
Last March, Moore submitted
a few of his poems to the Lake
Region Review’s first literary
journal. By late July, two of
his pieces were selected to
be published and Moore was
invited to read them aloud to a
group of nearly 200 listeners.
Moore was the youngest poet
selected.
“I felt like I was infiltrating
some sort of senior writing
guild,” Moore said with a laugh.
The
journal
aimed
at
highlighting
local
writers,
mainly from the lakes area,
but also highlighted poets from
other areas in Minnesota.
“I’m from Fargo,” Moore said,
“but I go to school at MSUM,
which is a Minnesota school,
so it’s kind of spotlighting area
talent.”
Mark Vinz, a prominent
regional poet and MSUM
professor emeritus, spoke during
one of the day’s workshops on
the importance of place. Another
workshop dealt with haikus. The
haiku workshop opened a flood
of memories for Moore, a haiku
being the first type of poetry he
POETS, PAGE 6
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C

ampus
alendar

11.03-11.09

11.03 7 - 10 p.m. - Eco film
fest - HA 325
11.04 2:30 - 3:20 p.m. Physics seminar on
“Thinking outside the
box” - HA 325
6-9 p.m. - Japan nightCMU Ballroom
7 p.m. - Volleyball vs.
Bemidji State University
- Nemzek
11.05 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. Percussion Ensemble
workshop - CA 100
1 p.m. - Football vs.
Northern State - Nemzek
4 p.m. - Volleyball vs.
UofM Duluth - Nemzek
fieldhouse
7 p.m. - MEISA Battle
of the Bands - CMU
Underground
11.06 11:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
- RA Tri-college
conference - CMU
11.07 11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
- Young readers day CMU ballroom

11.09 10:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. Veterans resource center
naming celebration mass comm lounge
7 p.m. - Mr. and
Mrs. MSUM - CMU
Underground
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Herman Cain’s wife
to speak publicly

MSUM hosts
undergraduate research
Presumably in an effort to swat meeting

sexual harassment accusations,
Herman Cain said his wife will
speak for the first time since he
entered the presidential campaign.
Gloria, the campaign said, will
appear on Greta Van Susteren’s
Fox News program Friday night.
“She will be introduced in
terms of some limited exposure.
But it’s not her style for her to
be with me on every campaign
stop,” Cain said.

Bank of America scraps
$5 debit card fee

Score a point for enraged
consumers.
Bank of America dropped
a plan to charge customers $5
monthly to use their debit cards,
becoming the last major bank to
ditch proposed debit card fees.
“We have listened to our
customers very closely over
the last few weeks,” the bank’s
co-chief operating officer said
in scrapping the plan, which
had been met with widespread
derision.
Last week, JP Morgan and
Wells Fargo both cancelled test
runs of charging the new fees,
and SunTrust Banks and others
dropped fees and reimbursed
customers. Banks devised the
new fees to make up for lost
revenue from debit card swipes.

Congress gets richer
Congress’s popularity might
be in the ditch, but its members’
bank accounts are soaring.
Roll Call reports that Congress
had a collective net worth of more
than $2 billion in 2010, almost a
25 percent increase over 2008.
The 50 richest representatives
account for 80 percent of the
institution’s net worth, but
there are still plenty of wealthy
members — 219 reported having
assets worth more than $1 million
last year.
A Newsweek investigation
found that some of the most
fiscally conservative Republicans,
including Darrell Issa, one of the
institution’s wealthiest members,
have been fighting to get
government funding from some
of the same programs they decry
as wasteful.

Israel accelerates
settlement building

A day after the United Nations’
cultural agency voted to recognize
Palestine as a state, Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
accelerated the building of
controversial settlements in the
West Bank.
Israel
announced
the
construction of 2,000 new housing
units in a statement released after
a special cabinet session on the
UNESCO vote. An Israeli official
said the cabinet also decided to
temporarily halt funding for the
Palestinian Authority until a final
decision is made.
“You can’t demand from the
Israeli public to continue to show
restraint when the Palestinian
leadership continues to slam the
door in their face,” the official
said.
News briefs from dailybeast.com

Director of Public Safety

Students and faculty from as
far away as Minot (N.D.) State
University, South Dakota State
University and Saint Mary’s
University of Minnesota, Winona
enjoyed two days of scientific
discussions and debate.
The more than 110 participants
took part in oral and poster
presentations of undergraduate
research efforts, as well as
hearing from a number of
keynote speakers from academia
and industry. There were also
breakout sessions focused on
success after graduation.
URMS is sponsored by
the American Society for
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology and the American
Chemical Society, and is
organized locally by a group from
MSUM, Concordia and NDSU
including Jeff Bodwin, Glenn
Dorsam, Stuart Haring, Don
Krogstad, Joe Provost and Mark
Wallert.
Hosting responsibilities rotate
through MSUM, Concordia and
NDSU; next year’s meeting is
scheduled to be held at NDSU.

Dornbusch, Berthelson
win poster award
MSUM students Andrew
Dornbusch and Nick Berthelson
were winners of the American
Society for Biochemistry and
Molecular
Biology
poster
competition during the 7th Annual
Undergraduate Research in the
Molecular Sciences meeting held
at MSUM Oct. 28-29.
Their
poster,
entitled
“Determining the effects RSK
and ROCK phosphorylation sites
have on the regulation of NHE1,”
described the research they have
been working on at MSUM with
professors Joe Provost and Mark
Wallert and included MSUM
graduates Dan Hammes and
Kristina Anderson as co-authors.
As winners, they will travel to
the national ASBMB meeting this
coming spring to present their
continuing research efforts.
MSUM briefs from Dragon
Digest or submitted to
advocate@mnstate.edu

Greg Lemke
10/24

10/29

Alcohol violation outside
Holmquist. Two cited by
Moorhead PD for minor
consuming, referred to Campus
Judicial.

Alcohol violation in Dahl. Two
cited by Moorhead PD for minor
consuming, of those one was an
MSUM student and was referred
to Campus Judicial.

10/25

Residential Life reported found
drug paraphernalia in Dahl. Item
was turned over to Moorhead PD.

Welfare check/possible verbal
argument in Nelson. Contact was
made and subjects were okay.

Alcohol in plain view inside
vehicle in Lot W6.
Owner
referred to Campus Judicial for
alcohol policy violation.

10/27

Female reported her purse
stolen from bathroom in Owens.
Purse later located in earth
science department, returned to
owner.
Suspicious
activity/possible
car break-in reported in Lot S.
Two individuals located and
identified. One of the individuals
was the owner of vehicle.

10/28

Assist Residential Life with
welfare check in South Snarr.
Contact made and subject was
okay.
Assist Residential Life in East
Snarr. One male trespassed in all
residence halls and escorted off
campus.

Marijuana odor complaint near
the north end of Lot D. Area was
checked and nothing located.

Male,
who
previously
trespassed in residence halls,
located near entrance to East
Snarr. Moorhead PD responded
and warned male. Male was
escorted off campus.

10/30

Alcohol violation on sidewalk
near Ninth Avenue South and 17th
Street. Four cited by Moorhead
PD for minor consuming, all
referred to Campus Judicial.
Female reported a note slipped
under her door in Ballard.
Moorhead PD responded, one
referred to Campus Judicial for
threats.
Blue Light Emergency Phone
activation near Maintenance
Building. Area checked, false
call.

To report a security problem call 218.477.2675
Flores named president of
MVEA
Oscar Flores, economics, has
been named the president of
the Missouri Valley Economics
Association.
The MVEA was established in
1963 and boasts members from
all 50 states and many other
countries. As president, he will be
in charge of organizing the 49th
annual meetings to be held next
October in Memphis, Tenn. More
than 200 papers are expected to
be presented.

Radniecki attends
journalism conference

Reggie
Radniecki,
mass
communications, attended a twoday conference on journalism
education and digital media at the
University of Maryland, College
Park.
The conference “Journalism
Interactive” brought together
educators, journalists scholars
and students to explore how
journalism schools are meeting
the challenges of the digital age.
The conference included two
days of workshops, training,
presentations and dialogues
including how social media,
mobile reporting and other digital
tools are being used in news and
teaching and to what effect.
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Battlefield 3 takes first-person
shooter to next level
BY RYAN MOORE
moorery@mnstate.edu

On Tuesday, fans around the
world lined up for one of the most
anticipated games of the year:
Battlefield 3. With the release
of EA’s newest installment of
the Battlefield franchise, one
question continues to be asked
by first-person shooter fans: How
will Modern Warfare 3 top this?
With the third Modern Warfare
game release right around the

ROY CLARK

TECH N9NE

Sunday, November 13
Fargo Theatre

Tuesday, November 15
The Venue @ The Hub

7:30pm Show • All Ages

6:30pm Doors • All Ages

WOOKIEFOOT

ROSANNE CASH

Friday, November 18
The Venue @ The Hub

Saturday, November 19
Fargo Theatre

8pm Doors • Ages 18+

8pm Show • All Ages

HYPHY THANKSGIVING

GEAR DADDIES

An Evening With

w/ Jon Wayne & The Pain

w/ KRADDY

Guests: Sovereign Sect & Vincent Favard

w/ Jay Rock, Krizz Kaliko, Kutt Calhoun,
Flawless & Big Reeno

An Evening With

w/ Mile One & The Rockford Mules

Saturday, November 19
The Venue @ The Hub

Friday, November 25
The Venue @ The Hub

8pm Doors • Ages 18+

8pm Doors • Ages 21+

AWAY IN THE BASEMENT

IYAZ

Church Basement Ladies Christmas Show

November 25-27
Fargo Theatre
5 Shows • All Ages

corner, shooter enthusiasts are
rushing to pick up a copy of
Battlefield 3 to compare the two.
As an avid gamer and longtime
fan of the Call of Duty franchise,
I was of the mindset that Modern
Warfare 3 would top Battlefield 3
overall. Now that I have played
through the game, I am strongly
considering
changing
my
allegiance.
Battlefield 3 has proven to
be one of the most impressive
shooter games I have ever played.
Battlefield 3’s multiplayer is
one of its most distinguishing
features. While holding on to
the favorite game modes such
as Team Deathmatch, the game
offers new spins to otherwise
traditional game modes.
The fan favorite is Rush Mode,
in which two teams, Defenders and
Attackers, compete to destroy or
protect computer terminals. What
makes this game style unique
is that the maps will expand as
the attacking team destroys the
terminals. Each map will have
three to five sections, starting in
section one and possibly going as
far as section five. If the attacking
team destroys both terminals in
section one, the defenders fall
back to section two to protect the
next two terminals.
This continues until either
the Attackers destroy all of
the terminals or the defending
team stops the Attackers. These
immensely large maps with
fantastic detail put Battlefield
right up at the top of the shooter
genre. However, the one factor
that truly separates Battlefield 3
from other games is the audio.
When I played my first game
of Rush on Battlefield 3, the
one thing I would constantly say
to myself was “That shot was
too close for comfort!” This is
no exaggeration. The sounds
of bullets flying around truly
add a new dimension to this

game. The creators chose to not
only differentiate sound effects
between different weapons, but
also the distance between the
player and the bullet as it flies by.
This effect is so accurate that I
am able to tell if I am being shot
at with an assault rifle or a sniper
rifle, and I can tell if the bullet
passed a few feet away or if it
nearly hit me.
The campaign of Battlefield
3 takes a turn from its prequels.
No longer focusing on the Bad
Company, your main role is that of
Staff Sergeant Henry Blackburn.
With various other characters
at your disposal throughout the
campaign, you quickly unravel
the events that Blackburn was
involved in. However, while the
campaign is pleasantly new and
interesting, if you’re looking for
a game just for its single-player
mode, you may be left wanting
more.
The one thing that stood out
as a negative for Battlefield 3
was the physical design of the
multiplayer levels. Though there
is a great amount of detail in the
levels and their components, the
levels themselves have very little
design structure to them. Mostly,
the levels are wide open areas
with some hills, some buildings
and other various objects and
structures. Of course this is not a
fact that remains consistent over
all multiplayer maps, but many
do not have the maze-like design
that many shooter games consist
of.
With surprisingly high quality
graphics, smooth motion and
realistic action, Battlefield 3 has
become a sensational work of art
among video games of all genres.
As the release of Modern Warfare
3 approaches, one can only
wonder how it will be able to rise
above the new juggernaut of firstperson-shooters, Battlefield 3.

Students get creative with
their costumes this year

w/ DJ UNK & HUEY

Friday, December 2
The Venue @ The Hub
7pm Doors • All Ages

40oz. TO FREEDOM • Wednesday, November 9 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
LEON RUSSELL • Saturday, November 12 • All Ages • Belle Mehus Auditorium, Bismarck
ROSTER MCCABE w/ O’FOSHO • Wednesday, November 23 • Ages 21+ • The Aquarium
PUDDLE OF MUDD • Saturday, November 26 • Ages 21+ • The Venue
FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH • Tuesday, December 13 • All Ages • The Venue
THE SUIT & THESE HEARTS • Saturday, December 17 • All Ages • The Venue
THE NEW STANDARDS • Thursday, December 22 • All Ages • FM Community Theatre

Tickets for all shows are available at
(located at 300 Broadway; open
Monday-Friday 12-6PM), by phone (701) 205-3182 & online at:

S

MELISSA STEPHAN • stephanme@mnstate.edu

tudents packed the CMU on Saturday for the
Dragons After Dark Get Spooky With It Dance to
celebrate Halloween.
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Advocate Editorial Board

House Pell grant cuts
unnecessary, misguided

The House of Representatives is currently
taking aim at the federal Pell grant program
with a bill that would cut how much students
are eligible for and significantly limiting
which students are qualified.
The program is favored by House
Republicans, who claim that the United States
simply can’t afford these grants.
This is absurd, given that the amount the cuts
will save, roughly $7.6 billion according to
the Department of Education, is dwarfed by
the $20 billion estimated to air condition the
wars in the Middle East.
Just because there is a large national debt
doesn’t mean that every cut proposed is wise
or helpful. It would take 2,000 years of these
proposed Pell grant savings to pay off the
national debt.
While these cuts won’t realistically help the
national debt problem, they will significantly
hurt a large number of college students,
cutting a million off from the program and
cutting the amount available by about $700
a year per student. To an individual college
student, that matters, especially since it is
used by low- and middle-income students.
As college students, we have to stand up for
ourselves when foolish cuts like these are
aimed at our country’s future.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and any submissions. They should be typed and
must include the writer’s name, signature, address,
phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday
and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Do you need advice?
About love?
Or other things?
Get it from
Meghan Feir.
The hit advice column:
“Don’t Feir, ask Meghan”

Contact Meghan at
feirme@mnstate.edu

Opinion
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Letter to the editor: A defense of liberal arts
(Note: All letters to the editor
are printed as received, without
edits.)
My fellow students,
I write to address a deepening
problem with our current
educational system. Our own
campus is at a point of crisis.
Throughout the past couple of
years this problem has become
more and more evident in the
questions raised about the purpose
of education. These questions have
been asked by students in informal
situations, and by professors
vetting candidates for the Provost
position. Working so closely with
the Honors Program has granted
me the opportunity to speak with
students and professors about
the current methods of education
at MSUM. The topic frequently
turns to the variety of classes
that students are required to take
outside of their major. Through
my dialogue I have detected one
underlying question raised by a
majority of students, “What does
this class have to do with my
major?”
MSUM recently reworked
Dragon Core into the Liberal Arts
and Sciences Program. But even
before this transition, Dragon
Core was being ridiculed with
criticism. “I’m an Art major,” said
one student, “what possible reason
is there for me to take a science
class?” The same question may be
asked by the Math major who finds
himself (or herself) in a drawing
class, the philosophy major in a
biology class, the women’s studies
major enrolled in an economics
course. What do these courses
have to do with my major?
It is this question I shall answer
here. When asked what a broad
array of courses has to do with
a particular major, the answer
is: “Everything.” There is not a
single student here who wouldn’t
benefit from a broad curriculum.
In fact, we ought to demand
more diversification and more
flexibility in our courses of study.
We ought to demand a truly liberal
education.
What then is a truly liberal
education? Well, it is not an
education in what may be called
liberal politics. Indeed, the
staunchest political conservative
will benefit as much from
a liberal education as would a
socialist. The liberal education is
not concerned with ideology but
rather with methodology. To quote
Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, chief
editor of the ‘Great Books of the
Western World’ series, “Liberal
education seeks to clarify the basic
problems and to understand the
way in which one problem bears
upon another.”
So, what of your major? Why
should a chemical engineer care
anything for philosophy? How

will a 3-credit course “clarify the
basic problems”? The answer lies
in the type of person the chemical
engineer wishes to become. If he
wishes to be a functioning cog,
only useful for the tasks of his
job yet utterly ignorant of his
humanity and the richness of his
intellect, then the liberal education
is not for him. This is because
liberal education crafts a different
sort of person. From the pen
of Dr. Hutchins, “The liberally
educated man comprehends the
ideas that are relevant to the basic
problems and that operate in the
basic fields of subject matter. He
knows what is meant by soul,
state, God, beauty and by the
other terms that are basic to the
discussion of fundamental issues.
He has some notion of the insights
that these ideas, singly or in
combination, provide concerning
human experience. The liberally
educated man has a mind that can
operate well in all fields. He may
be a specialist in one field. But he
can understand anything important
that is said in any field and can see
and use the light that it sheds upon
his own.”
We sadly are the by-products
of brain washing. In grade school,
each subject is divided into it’s own
little universe. There exists math
in the early morning, followed
by science, then art, the history,
and then English. Each subject is
compartmentalized so as to give
the idea that they do not interact.
Nothing could be farther from the
truth. The lie about individual
subjects is continued through high
school, which again makes use of
periods and separate rooms. The
unspoken gospel of separation is
further engrained in the psyche of
the student. We are told that we
should sample each subject for
about 12 years, and then choose
one to earn our degree in.
Given this indoctrination, it
is not surprising that so many
college students oppose the idea
of a liberal education. Indeed, if
the separation of the subjects was
a reality and each subject had
absolutely no bearing on another,
a liberal education would be an
act of supreme stupidity. But, the
reality is much more complex. The
subjects are all interconnected in
more ways than can be recounted
here. But, we may gain some
insight by taking a quick glance
at philosophy and seeing where
we end up.
At the heart of philosophy there
exist rules about how we are to
reason. When these rules are
isolated and expressed as logical
functions, they bear a striking
resemblance to mathematical
axioms. This is because the two
are not only related, but are in fact
twins born from the inbred human
logic. When math is expressed

as art, music may arise (or an
Escher print). The music has
an effect on the human person,
which may be explained through
psychology. But psychology
finds itself considering biological
questions and soon the chemical
make-up of the brain becomes an
important piece of knowledge for
the professional psychologist. Yet,
the biologist and the psychologist
must draw from the discoveries
in chemistry to perform their
tasks. The chemist must be able
to execute experiments with
precision and as a result math
must be used. The same rules of
math that we originally saw culled
from philosophical theorems. The
web goes on and on, but you grasp
the idea. The subjects did not
separate themselves, we did.
The liberal education seeks
to remedy the false notion of
separation. This may be achieved
while still maintaining the existence
of experts in individual fields.
“A truly liberal, and liberating,
education would refuse today to
isolate vocational training on any
of its levels from a continuous
education in the social, moral and
scientific contexts within which
wisely administered callings and
professions must function.” (John
Dewey, philosopher of education)
The student who has a liberal
education will not be made a
worse worker for it. Rather, “This
is the educational path to the
humanization of work. The man
who acquires some intellectual
excellence and intends to go on
acquiring more will, to borrow a
phrase from Dewey, “reconstruct
and reorganize his experience.”
We need have few fears that he
will not be able to learn how
to make a living. In addition to
performing this indispensible task,
he will inquire critically about
the kind of life he leads while
making a living. He will seek to
understand the manner in which
the life of all is affected by the
way he and his fellow workers are
making a living. He will develop
all the meaning there is in his
work and go on to see to it that it
has more and better meaning.”
I call on you, reader; to not only
accept the institutional efforts
towards a liberal education but
to actively campaign for more.
Demand that you be made into
a person rather than a function.
Demand that your whole intellect
be nurtured so that you may
understand the world. Demand
that you be treated as an end worth
cultivating rather than a means
to cultivate the economy. We are
not being forced into a liberal
education; rather we have for so
long been forced out of one.
Yours in learning,
John Goerke

Thursday, Nov. 3, 2011
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Steve Jobs and medicine that works

BY MATT LECH
lechma@mnstate.edu

“Medicine
doesn’t become
‘alternative
medicine’ until
it is rejected
by medical
science.”

The late Steve Jobs is quickly becoming
the archetypal tech-genius of the internet
age and will perhaps do for technology
what Einstein did for physics.
In the numerous tributes written for him
in the weeks following his death, he’s been
imbued with such amiable characteristics
as iconoclasm, creativity, vision and drive.
Children should learn from the life of
Steve Jobs; people who make their own
medical decisions should also learn from
his death.
Several years ago, when Jobs was
diagnosed with a form of pancreatic cancer
that has a less than 5 percent mortality rate
if surgically removed. Jobs chose instead
to fight the cancer with a diet advocated by
alternative medicine proponent Dr. Dean
Ornish.
Once it became clear that the diet wasn’t
working, Jobs bought the best sciencebased medicine money can buy, and this
thankfully prolonged his life for a number
of historically productive.
There’s a very straightforward way to
define alternative medicine: If it actually
worked, it would be called “medicine.”
The inverse is also true: Medicine doesn’t
become “alternative medicine” until it is
rejected by medical science. That’s really
what we should call it: Rejected medicine.
The simple rule would be to not
spend any of your real money on fake
treatments, especially if your ailments
aren’t imaginary.
Since this is a hyper-liberal not-religiousbut-spiritual
I-believe-in-the-energyof-the-universe college campus, though,

I suspect that this sort of peremptory
“alternative medicine is always rubbish”
message will meet some resistance. I also
know that there’s a market for this, as an
alternative medicine story graced the front
page of this very newspaper shortly before
Job’s death.
Belief
in
alternative
medicine
(acupuncture, naturopathy, homeopathy,
etc.) comes from a respectable but
misguided place. It’s comforting to think
that you can find medical answers in places
other than hospitals, places like nature or
the herbal clinic in a strip mall. However,
you aren’t getting anything better than an
expensive placebo from these places, and
there’s a small chance you get something
harmful.
A detailed understanding of the placebo
effect and the fallibility of anecdotal
evidence would, I think, turn just about
everyone off alternative medicine for life.
With alternative medicine, you are only
paying for a proven way to lie to yourself.
There is also the belief out there that
science can’t know everything, and maybe
it has missed something. There is nothing
wrong with this belief. However, just
because real doctors don’t know everything
doesn’t mean that alternative medicine
practitioners know anything real doctors
don’t. There is a reason it’s infinitely more
difficult to become a doctor in sciencebased medicine than an acupuncturist. If
acupuncture and naturopathy worked, it
would be taught to them in medical school
anyway.
There is also the anti-corporate attack

on science-based medicine, which would
have you mistrust science-based medicine
because, of course, massive pharmaceutical
corporations don’t make money on people
who get better. This type of conspiracy
thinking is massively out of touch with
reality.
The idea that the medical community
would rather line their pockets than cure
diseases and make people better is as
insulting as it is absurd. If we found the
cure for cancer or AIDS, we would know
about it simply because it would mean
that those who found the cure would be
immortalized in medical history.
In the grand scheme, however, I couldn’t
care less if people take herbal medicines
to make their cold go away in only a
week instead of the normal seven days.
Alternative medicine generally only hurts
the wallet.
However, if you or someone you love
is diagnosed with a serious disease or
disorder, go to a real doctor and stay away
from alternative medicine. Really. Go to a
real doctor.
The idea that the man behind my MP3
players, laptop, desktop computer and
phone may have died prematurely because
he decided to try alternative medicine isn’t
one I like to think about. I don’t like to
think about people I look up to — people
much smarter than I am — falling prey to
snake-oil salesmen and charlatans, but
that is what happened.
It’s an important lesson: Not everyone
who falls for this stuff is an idiot; one of
them was a genius.
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“I think people lie when they say ‘I don’t want to get published,’ or
whatever because there’s a certain sense of desire, like a fulfillment
you wanna get when you’re creating something.”
POETS, FROM FRONT
had ever written.
“I wrote a haiku about stepping
on a leaf and I got so much praise
from my seventh grade teacher
about it, I thought, ‘Oh, I’m
really diggin’ this poetry thing
’cause I’m getting praise from my
teacher,’ who I also had a crush
on,” Moore said. “The poetry
wasn’t even an artistic thing.”
				

A change in heart, writing

After those first successful,
heart-driven cracks at poetry,
Moore moved on to writing
comics to amuse his friends. It
wasn’t until later in high school
that poetry would once again
enter into his existence. When
Moore was almost 19 years old,
a traumatic experience proved to
change his life and his writing.
It carried into his first years of
college.
“The catalyst was when my
friend committed suicide,” he
said. “I just kind of stayed in my
dorm room and filled a notebook
of poetry. It hadn’t come that
easy to me before, but it was kind
of the emotional catalytic poetry
that comes out of you in times
of stress or sad events. Nothing
that I would probably want to get
published,” Moore said. “Then
I started writing poetry all the
time after that, and I dropped out
of my major, which was to be
an agronomist, and became an
English major.”
Moore has never regretted the
change in occupational directions.
Not a day goes by where words
are not written down or typed.
“My poetry now is much more
emotional. There’s not one central
theme. I feel like poetry should

also be fun for the reader to read.
It can still spread a message if
someone’s looking for a message
or a meaning.”
The
poems
written
by
Moore are thought-provoking
and emotionally charged, but
humorous tones are dispersed
throughout the lines. In one of
Moore’s most recent poems, the
moon plays a major role.
“It started out as the moon
getting drunk on tumblers of
dusk. See, it’s just weird,” Moore
said. “But people want to read
weird stuff, and you have to
have a different style nowadays.
You can’t just be like, ‘The grass
turned blue and I cried because
the sun reminded me of you.’ I
mean, that stuff has been done
already.’”
				

The purpose: Art or fame

Moore said his main purpose
in writing is not solely to gain
recognition, but after being a
published writer he provided a
colorful comparison to explain
the excitement and drive one
feels from the aftermath.
“It’s kind of like, you go into
a pet store with a really wrinkly
dollar bill and that’s your poem.
You think, ‘Maybe I’ll get a little
puppy,’ but you come out with
a box full of ponies, and you
think ‘Whoa! What am I going
to do with all of these?’ All of
a sudden you’re going to have
to change your lifestyle because
you’ve got something you didn’t
really expect but you’re going to
really enjoy. So, there’s always
going to be that striving now to
get published again because I do
want people to read my stuff,”
Moore said.
Many writers say they don’t
care about getting published –

that they write exclusively for
their own amusement and inner
completeness. Moore had other
theories.
“I think people lie when
they say ‘I don’t want to get
published,’ or whatever because
there’s a certain sense of desire,
like a fulfillment you wanna get
when you’re creating something,”
Moore said. “Like, why do I write
my journals and keep them in my
closet if I don’t want someone to
see them someday? Someday I’ll
die and someone will go through
them and think, ‘Wow, what a
weirdo,’ or whatever, you know?
And so, I think any type of art,
painting, writing – even if it’s
subconscious – it’s like trying
to fill a void a little bit. I think
artists, writers and sculptors can
draw from that emptiness, and
that’s how they fill it with this
piece. It’s like the puzzle piece
that’s filling up something inside
of them, and to be recognized is
almost like icing on top of that.
Once it happens it feels really
good.”
				

The hopes of a poet

His goals change almost daily,
but one that does not is Moore’s
desire to continue writing –
getting his take on the world saved
on his computer or written down
in the small notebook he always
carries in his pant’s pocket.
“I don’t think I’m going to
be able to make a living writing
poetry. I mean, c’mon. It’s 2011
now. People aren’t going to
Barnes & Noble, ‘Did you get
the new Travis Moore poetry
chapbook?’ I’m not going to be
able to sell 100,000 of those,’”
Moore said. “I mean, it would
be great, but poetry, I think, has
a select audience. I want to write
no matter what.”
Even though Moore is not
expecting
national
fame,
everyone appreciates positive
feedback and a few loyal fans.
“To someday have some
college kid walking around
campus saying, ‘Have you heard
about that Travis Moore poet
from Fargo?’ and they’ll be like,
‘No.’ That’s all I want is to have
that one obsessed person that
quotes my poetry when they’re
downtown at Dempsey’s.”
			

Advice for fellow writers

Though Moore himself is a
young poet, he had some words
of wisdom to bestow upon other
writers pursuing their literary
goals.
“Write. I really dislike when
they’re in love with the lifestyle
of a writer and not in love with
writing. If you want to be a
writer, you have to write,” Moore
said. “You can’t just write two
good lines of poetry, put it in your
back pocket and walk around
and be like, ‘Hey, I’m the next
Dominique Lowell.’”
“Also, write what you want
to write. Sometimes when I’m
writing poetry, I’ll revise so much
because I’ll be like, ‘Oh, no one’s
going to like that and no one’s
going to understand that,’” Moore
said. “Well, sometimes you just
got to be like, ‘No,’ and just leave
it.”
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Travis Moore is an MSUM senior who has accomplished writing and publishing
his poetry.

Another bit of advice he
encouraged is to submit and
submit frequently.
“I always submit my stuff to
like New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, and I’m not going to get
selected, but it’s just fun to know
that a high-up editor is reading
some boy’s crap from Fargo,”
Moore said. “Be patient and don’t
be afraid to spend a lot of time
alone with just your notebook or
computer. Look around you, use
human conversation. Be topical.”
			

Advice from other student
poets

Additional
students
with
published poetry had advice
and inspiration to offer fellow
composers of language. Kait
Moessner, a senior English major
with an emphasis in writing, has
had a few of her poems published
in the Fine Lines literary journal
based out of Omaha, Neb. Her
advice is to not take rejection
personally.
“When they say, ‘No,’ it’s got
nothing to do with you or your
dog or your common sense or
your choice of entree at Olive
Garden,” Moessner said. “You’re
not a bad writer, they just have
a swamping of submissions and
yours was probably the last one to
get cut. Keep trying around.”
One way for students to begin
fulfilling their goals of getting
poems published is to begin by
submitting to the Yellow Bicycle,
a literary journal that is published
once a week and highlights
MSUM student writers.
One student who has utilized
the Yellow Bicycle as a means of
getting her work noticed is JaNae
Boswell. She has also submitted
poetry to online newsletters, like
fargomoorheadminority.com.
Boswell accumulates inspiration
from daily experiences.
“Life – it’s so beautiful. I
think about how hard it can be
but how amazing it is because
it’s the reason we are all here,”
Boswell said. “Life is everything

– love, loss, family, friends – just
everything. It can be beautiful
and it can be ugly, but it’s real
and I love to write about it all.”
Do Moore, Moessner and
Boswell, among other masters
of creativity and wordplay, have
a particular reason for writing
poetry?
“Honestly, I don’t really have
a purpose for writing poetry.
It’s who I am,” Boswell said.
“I’ve been a writer since I can
remember. So if I had to have
a purpose it would be freedom
because that is what poetry is to
me.”
To submit poetry or prose
to The Yellow Bicycle, visit
TheYellowBicycle.com.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
daysofourmeghan.blogspot.com
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Lucky’s 13 Pub not so lucky
BY MEGHAN FEIR
feirme@mnstate.edu

One evening, I decided to pay
Lucky’s 13 Pub a visit during
supper time. The burger I ordered
bore a striking resemblance to
one I could have grilled myself on
the George Foreman “Lean Mean
Fat-Reducing Grilling Machine”
in my apartment.
I hadn’t ordered just any old
burger. No. I ordered what I
thought would be Lucky’s novelty
burger – The Cheesecurd Burger.
Though my arteries were warning
me it wasn’t a good idea, I ordered
it anyway. When I saw the title on
the menu, I imagined a decadent
presentation of hot, crispy cheese
curds drizzled in some tantalizing
sauce atop crispy ham and a juicy
beef patty, all of which were
seasoned to perfection, resting
on a perfectly grilled bun. What I
got was quite the contrary, a great
disappointment to my eyes and
taste buds.
When the waitress (who rarely
stopped by) brought me my meal,
I had that anticipatory salivation.
This sometimes happens to me
when I know I’m going to receive
a tasty treat like a dog yearning
for a Milkbone or a Beggin’ Strip.
Then, I saw it – my burger that
looked like it had been sitting out
for a few hours, lacking any of
its natural juices. Sure enough,
it tasted exactly how it looked,
though the salt and pepper
surprised me. It looked so dreary
I had imagined it tasteless before
I bit in.

With a heavy combination of
salt and black pepper, the rough
texture of the medium-well patty
I ordered made me reminisce on
lake days gone by when quick,
plain burgers are eaten hurriedly –
with some sort of large beverage
so you don’t choke – before
jumping back in the lake. These
were the burgers your mom
forced you to eat so you didn’t go
the whole day without something
of substance in your stomach.
The presentation was also
lackluster. On top of the dried,
compressed beef were a few
cheesecurds and leathery little
strips of ham. Nothing stayed on
the bun other than the patty, so I
sat there, grabbing little strips of
leather here, a cheesecurd there
and parched bites of burger inbetween. After waiting for 10
minutes, I eventually had to go on
a search for some sort of sauce so
I could taste something other than
blandness. The hostess eventually
brought me ketchup. Fifteen to 20
minutes later, my waitress came
back, and I asked for some ranch.
Though their sweet potato
fries tasted all right, they were
comparable to the frozen varieties
you can purchase at any grocery
store. As someone who loves
fries made of sweet potatoes, I
was disappointed with Lucky’s
yet again.
The cheesecurds were, without
a doubt, the best part of the meal,
though I did love the kind of
ice they used in the water – the
pebble kind, the stuff that easily
crunches in your mouth. The
curds were crispy and salty on
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The interior of Lucky’s 13 Pub offers a pleasant, but common “neighborhood bar” feel.

the outside with somewhat chewy
cheese on the inside. They tasted
exactly like the ones my brother
bought at the flea market this
past summer.Wisconsin would be
proud.
The meal was large, which I
appreciated and used as leftovers
for other eating times the next
day, especially since I spent
$10.99 for this dry beast (plus
an extra dollar to substitute the
regular French fries for the sweet
potato fries).

Lucky’s 13 Pub consisted of
a surprising conglomeration
of ages, from early 20s to 60somethings, but the main age
of patrons appeared to be in
their early 30s. The dimly-lit
atmosphere of brick walls and
big-screen TVs with the bar
in the middle of the open, yet
crowded, space tried to deliver
an appealing scene of classic
meets modern. It appeared to
be somewhat sophisticated, yet
casual enough to have CNN or
the football game playing like it
would be in the majority of the
local patrons’ homes.
Though
many
of
the
comfortably living ex-football
players and their wives who go
there on a regular basis likely find
it hip and alluring, it seemed too
commercial and forced.
The space and décor had no
character other than the attempt
it made to look like every other
restaurant or bar of its type. Most

eateries want the vintage charm
of memorabilia created two years
ago from a factory that ships to
Gordman’s every two weeks.
Perhaps it was an off night
when I stopped by for an
extended visit (extended due
to the slow service I received).
Maybe their other menu items
are delicious and deserve a pat on
the patty. However, judging from
the food I tried, it was nothing
to write home about, unless
you’re sending a warning to your
parents saying, “Don’t bother.
There’s better food at home in
the freezer.”
With any luck, Lucky’s will
redeem itself before you order
anything made of beef or sweet
potatoes, if you bother to go at
all.
I do highly recommend the ice
though.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
daysofourmeghan.blogspot.com
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Lucky’s 13 Pub is located on the corner of 17th Avenue South and 43rd Street South in Fargo.
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Intramurals offers activities for all students
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

Dragon
Intramurals
has
organized athletic leagues for
students on campus for several
years, offering a wide range of
sports and games to accommodate
students’
tastes,
including
basketball, dodgeball, volleyball,
hockey, soccer and many more.
They also offer monthly
tournaments as well as host
games during special campus
events such as orientation and
homecoming. Because of the
various activities offered, the
number of intramural participants
has been consistently high over
the past few years.
While many students play, their
reasons for playing differ. One of
the main reasons is being with
friends in an organized capacity.
“I love being able to hang out
with my friends and do something
that I love,” said Hannah Savoy, a
junior who is active in intramural
volleyball. “I have been playing
volleyball since my freshman
year, and it has been awesome.”
Others
use
intramurals
primarily as an opportunity to
meet new people.
“I love participating in
intramural events because I get to
meet a lot of different people with
similar interests (as I have),” said
Abhishek KC, a sophomore who
works as a sports coordinator for
the intramural department and
plays intramural soccer during

the fall and spring sessions.
Some people use exercise
and fitness as their reason to
participate.
“It’s a great way to stay in
shape,” said senior Jimmy
Howard, who has played
volleyball and basketball. “It
serves as a fun yet competitive
way of working out for me.”
Senior basketball player Jordan
Sang also cites exercise as his
main reason for playing.
“Fitness is always a part of
what keeps me going out for
intramurals,” he said.
Perhaps the most popular
reason for playing intramurals
is also the most simple: It is an
athletic event where students can
get together and have fun.
“I love sports,” said senior
Jessie Schwanke, who has
played volleyball, basketball and
kickball. “This is a way to keep
them a part of my life.”
Natasha Smith, who was
named graduate assistant of
intramurals this summer, believes
that participation in intramurals is
beneficial to students.
“It is a great way to keep in
shape and meet new people,”
Smith said. “It can serve as a
social event between friends, and
it fuels a competitive nature.
Intramurals are free to students
and faculty, with the exception
of hockey, which costs $35. To
register, students must create an
account at mnstate.athleague.
com.

Students enjoy a fun, yet competitive game of intramural basketball in Nemzek.
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Soccer drops final two games
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

NSIC STANDINGS
WOMEN’S SOCCER:
CONFERENCE
RECORDS

Team

W-L

Winona State
MSU-Mankato
UM-Duluth
U. of Mary
St. Cloud State
Upper Iowa
Bemidji State
Augustana
Concordia-St. Paul
MSUM
SMSU
Wayne State
UM-Crookston
Northern State

12-1-0
10-1-2
10-3-0
7-5-1
7-5-1
6-4-3
6-4-3
7-6-0
6-7-0
4-8-1
4-8-1
2-10-1
2-10-1
1-12-0

The Dragon women’s soccer
dropped their last two games
of the season, falling to Upper
Iowa University, Fayette, 5-3 on
Saturday and to Winona (Minn.)
State University 3-0 on Sunday.
The Dragons started strong in
Saturday’s game, as freshman
forward Erin Nyberg scored two
first-half goals, one on the first
shot of the game.
The Peacocks would respond
in a big way, as junior forward
Alyssa Petersburg scored a goal
off of an assist from freshman
defender Jess Dickhaus. The goal
would spark a 5-0 run for Upper
Iowa.
The Dragons fought back,
with junior midfielder Ashley
Gallegos scoring a goal late
in the game, but it was not
enough to spark a comeback.
The Dragons totaled 16 shots
on the day and gave up 20, their
highest of the season. They were
led by senior midfielders Abby
Kettler and Katherine Adams,
each taking four shots.
Nyberg took three shots, with
two of them finding the back of

the net, and junior midfielder
Ashley Swanson had two shots.
Sophomore
goalkeeper
Victoria Hoffman started in the
net for the Dragons and saved
nine shots, including a penalty
kick.
The Dragons couldn’t find the
back of the net in their final game
of the season.
Freshmen set the pace for the
Warriors, as forward Taylor
Zehren and midfielder Jenna Jares
scored the two first-half goals
for their team. Junior forward
Amanda Dennis scored the lone
second-half goal for Winona
State.
Junior
midfielder
Jordyn
Wallenborn led the Dragon
offense with five shots on goal
and Nyberg followed with two.
Sophomore goalkeeper Carole
Braschayko started in goal
and managed four saves.
The Dragons finished the 2011
regular season with an 8-81 overall record. Their 4-8-1
conference record put them in 10th
place, two spots short of making
the 2011 NSIC tournament.
For more information, visit
msumdragons.com.

Matt Beckman’s
Random Sports Term
of the Week
“Twiddle”
Matt’s Guess
In ballet: When a ballerina goes on his or her
tippy toes and does the stutter step.

ID
D iscount with Colle ge
Moorhead Location Only

Actual Definition
In table tennis: The act of turning the racket in your hand
in order to use different sides of the racket to strike the ball.

1314 1st Ave N

218.236.5978

* Matt Beckman is the co-editor of The Advocate
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Football falls hard to Marauders
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The University of Mary,
Bismarck, N.D., scored early and
often on Saturday, defeating the
Dragons 53-13.
The Marauders marched 80
yards down the field on 12 plays,
ending with a 20-yard touchdown
pass from sophomore quarterback
Craig Bagnell to junior wide
receiver Tyler Steffan for an
early 7-0 lead over the Dragons.
Steffan followed that with two
more touchdown receptions to
bring the lead to 21 points.
The Dragons responded, as
senior quarterback Kevin Koch
connected with senior wide
receiver Kendall Hendon for a
14-yard touchdown pass bringing
the halftime score to 21-7.
The Dragons came out strong
in the second half as Koch found
freshman running back Brandon
Schell in the end zone for a 10yard score.
The good times ended here for
the Dragons, as Marauder senior

running back Josh Murray scored
three touchdowns in the second
half, from distances of one, 48
and 65 yards. The Marauders
scored the final 31 points of the
game.
Bagnell completed 24 of 35
passes for 319 yards and four
touchdowns for the Marauders
and Murray rushed for 216
yards and three touchdowns on
just 16 carries. Steffan was on
the receiving end of all four of
Bagnell’s touchdown passes. He
managed nine receptions for 123
yards. The Marauders racked up
an impressive 683 total yards.
The Dragons, on the other hand,
managed 259 total yards. Koch
completed 22 of 44 passes for
177 yards and two touchdowns.
He also managed a club high 43
rushing yards. Hendon pulled in
nine catches for 84 yards and a
touchdown.
The Dragons (2-7 overall, 1-7
in the conference) will host St.
Cloud (Minn.) State at 1 p.m. on
Saturday.
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The Dragons faced University of Mary, Bismarck, N.D., on Saturday and lost 52-13.

Volleyball splits weekend matches
BY DANNY DETERMAN
determda@mnstate.edu

The Dragon volleyball team
split their weekend matches,
defeating Winona (Minn.) State
University 3-0 on Friday before
falling to Upper Iowa University,
Fayette, 3-1 on Saturday.
Junior setter Anna Olson, who
was named player of the game,
led the Dragons in the first match
with 35 assists and seven digs.
Junior libero Katy Ness tallied 25
digs of her own and junior outside
hitter Heidi Lensing earned 10
digs and nine kills. Freshman
middle blocker Maggie Gruber
also chipped in with 10 kills.
In their second game of the
weekend, the Dragons fell despite
a solid defensive effort. Ness
earned 28 digs in this match,

and freshman libero Sam Reilly
tallied 16 of her own. Lensing
managed 15 digs, while Olson
and sophomore Angie Waller
both had 14.
Offensively, the Dragons were
led by junior middle blocker
Meredith Egeland, who had
10 kills and six block assists.
Lensing managed 11 kills, and
Olson had 35 assists. The Dragon
freshmen chipped in as well, as
hitters Annie Palmquist, Maggie
Gruber and Morgan Gradishar
tallied nine, eight and seven kills
respectively.
The Dragons (11-11 overall, 9-6
in the NSIC) will host Bemidji
(Minn.) State University at 7
p.m. on Friday, followed by the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
at 4 p.m. on Saturday.

NSIC STANDINGS
VOLLEYBALL:
CONFERENCE RECORDS
Team

W-L

UM-Duluth
Concordia-St. Paul
SMSU
Wayne State
MSUM
MSU-Mankato
Augustana
Upper Iowa
Northern State
Winona State
UM-Crookston
Bemidji State
U. of Mary
St. Cloud State

16-0
15-2
12-3
13-4
9-6
8-7
8-9
7-9
7-9
7-9
5-10
3-13
1-15
1-16

Health/Fitness
Tip of the Week

BUILD BIGGER BICEPS
Bend your wrists to work your biceps
harder. That is, extend them backward
slightly and hold them that way while
you do arm curls.
Source: mensfitness.com

Want to advertise an
upcoming event?
The Advocate offers special rates
for on-campus promotion for
departments and student
organizations
For more information, send an
email to advocate@mnstate.edu
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MSUM hosts regional math conference
Distinguished mathematicians speak
BY JASMINE MAKI
makija@mnstate.edu

Walter Sizer

PELL, FROM FRONT
received it in the past.
Junior Patrick Wellin received
a Pell grant during his first two
years of school, but not this year.
He assumes he was withdrawn
from the program because of
changes in his parents’ incomes.
“I’m in a position in which so
many other students could be in,
if (these changes to the Pell grant)
go into effect,” Wellin said.
He has felt the difference
between having the Pell grant,
and being cut from the program.
“There is some more stress
over having to compensate for
the lack of the Pell grant,” Wellin
said. “Some things are becoming
more difficult to do, even things
like buying bus tickets to the
Cities to go see my mom.”
MSUSA, an independent

Fifty-two faculty, staff and students
from area universities registered for the
fall 2011 meeting of the North Central
Section of the Mathematical Association
of America hosted by MSUM Friday
and Saturday in the CMU.
“Most of the people there were
professors from area schools,” said
Walter Sizer, professor of mathematics
at MSUM, who organized the event.
There were two main speakers at the
event, as well as nine others who gave
20-minute presentations.
Tom
Halverson,
professor
of
mathematics, statistics and computer
science at Macalester College in
St. Paul, Minn., covered highly
mathematical material when he spoke

about permutation, coagulation and
fragmentation Friday evening.
Halverson was chosen to speak
because he was the section’s 2001
Distinguished College Teacher of
Mathematics, Sizer said.
The other main speaker was Rick
Gillman, assistant provost at Valparaiso
University in Valparaiso, Ind.
“Gillman has ties to the national
organization,” Sizer said. “They usually
provide one speaker for the meetings.”
Gillman has edited two volumes
published by the MAA including “A
Friendly Competition” and “Current
Practices in Quantitative Literacy.”
He also serves as chair of the MAA’s
Problem Series Editorial Board and chair
of the MAA Committee on Sections.
In his hour-long presentation on
Saturday, Gillman explored the idea

that people tend to form groups with
like-minded people.
“One example he gave was how in
the U.S. at the present time people are
seeking out other people with the same
political views,” Sizer said.
The organization has two such
meetings a year to share what people
are doing in mathematics and graduate
research. The next meeting will be held
at Carleton College in Northfield, Minn.
on April 15-16.

nonprofit funded by student fees,
is fighting the proposed changes.
Last week they supported a
petition against the changes. As
of Nov. 1, the petition had 1,964
signatures. Eight hundred and
seventy-nine of those signatures
were from MSUM students.
Students can sign the petition at
msusa.org.
“The petition’s going to be used
as a list of supporters,” Beneke
said. Some student members and
adult professionals who work
with MSUSA are planning to
travel to Washington D.C. to talk
with the legislators, Beneke said.

To read more from this writer,
view her blog at
charlyhaley.blogspot.com

Like us on Facebook and you
could win a pair of diamond
stud earrings. These beautiful
0.40ctw earrings are set in
14 karat white gold and are
valued at $700.

Facebook.com/WimmersDiamonds

Students Needed
• Assist an adult or child with special needs who live
independently in the community, afternoons, sleep
overnights & e/o weekend
• Great degree experience for Social Work, Psych or
Spec Ed students
• Apply online at www.accessrrv.org
• Saturday and Sunday staff needed. Earn wage plus
differential

Access of the Red River Valley
403 Center Ave 5th Floor
(US Bank Building)
Moorhead, MN 56560
218-233-3991
EEO/AA Employer

Curr Dr Lic/Ins/Clear background req.
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Ska Skank Redemption
Where did you get the name
from?
We got our name from our
bass player, Clyde. It’s a band
goal to eventually be as
awesome as that movie.

Self Taught

C a s s
C o u n t y
Criminals

Where did you get the name from?
We were in the library computer lab when our friend Jordan suggested it out of
nowhere.

(pictured on front)

What’s your favorite part about performing?
Getting to see people’s reaction to our music first hand.

What’s your favorite part
about performing?
My favorite part of performing is
every night is different and also with a
band like Ska Skank Redemption, we
get to play songs that we write and share
them with other people. It’s a way different
experience than being in a bar/cover band.

Where did you get the
name from?
We were having a hard time
coming up with names, this one
just kind of stuck.

What’s your favorite song to perform?
“Moorhead,” its the first song we recorded for the mixtape, and it’s a fun,
energy-filled song.

What’s your favorite part about
performing?
Seeing everyone have a great time.
As musicians, we just have a need to
play live music. We love it.

How long have you performed together?
About six months.

What’s your favorite song to perform?
Favorite song to perform I would say
collectively is a song called “Minnesota.” I wrote
it around two years ago — it was the first song we
all learned, and we like to rock it pretty hard.

What’s a funny (appropriate for the paper) road story?
We got lost in Wisconsin for an hour and 15 minutes looking
for a Hardees. We never found it

How long have you performed?
We’ve all been performing in bands for quite
some time now, but actually this will be our very
first show. We’re all super excited to share what
we’ve been working on with everybody. We all love
playing live.

How many people make up your band?
Three, D.Nave, Double A and Neubi, but only
D.Nave and Double A will be performing.
Who are your biggest influences?
Lil Wayne, Wale, Brother Ali, Slash.

What’s your favorite song to perform?
Our version of the folk-song “John Henry,”

How long have you performed together?
We started jamming in the practice rooms
about two years ago. Our first show was about
a year ago.
What’s a funny (appropriate for the paper) road
story?
Hmm, appropriate story? I got nothing.

PHOTO BY ADAM HANSEN • hansenad@

How many people make up your band?
Three. Mike plays the hurdy gurdy, kazoo, recorder and
throat singing. Neal plays the banjo and sometimes guitar.
Tyler plays guitar and the stompin’ box and sometimes upright
bass and harmonica. We all sing.

What’s a funny (appropriate for the paper) road story?
We’re fairly new to playing, so we don’t have too many
road stories, yet. We practice at our guitar player Brian’s
house. We like to jump around while playing, and it’s not
uncommon for my pants to fall off. I’ll be sure to wear a belt
the day of the battle.

Who are your biggest influences?
We are all music dorks so our influences are many.
Traditional folk tunes, hurdy
gurdy music, country, blues,
bluegrass, metal,
and punk.

OF
THE
Rachael Jane

Where did you get your name from?
Well, Rachael is my first name and Jane is my middle name.
When I first started performing, I thought Rachael Jane had a nice
ring to it and it just kind of stuck.

David Kolar

Where did you get the name from?
My parents gave it to me.
What’s your favorite part about
performing?
My favorite part about performing is
seeing other people get as excited about
music as I am.
What’s your favorite song to
perform?
“The Tunnel” (an original).
How long have you performed?
I have been performing music
since I was 7 years old. However,
this will be my first public
performance of my original
power pop music.
Who are your biggest
influences?
Ben Folds, The Beatles.

Odd Man Out

Where did you get your name
from?
We got our name ’cause Brandon
was the only one not having sex
out of him and two other friends one
night. So he sat alone and played video
games.

What’s your favorite part about performing?
There are a lot of things I love about it but I love that moment
when everything else just kind of fades out and all that I notice and
hear is the song that I’m singing. Cliché, yes I know, but its true.
It’s a feeling unlike any other.
What’s your favorite song to perform?
One of the first songs that I ever performed was “Red
Light” by Jonny Lang and that’s probably still my favorite.
There’s something comfortable and safe about it to me.

What’s your favorite part about
performing?
When people are just super into what we’re
playing. There is nothing better than a pumped
up crowd that jumps and sings to whatever you
decide to perform.

How long have you performed?
I would say for about three years. It wasn’t until my
sophomore year of college that I actually started to do open
mics and gain experience.

What’s a funny (appropriate for the paper) road
story?
I’ve never been on tour before but I have a funny
audition story. For whatever reason, I tend to
burp a lot before I perform, so having soda or
What’s your favorite song to perform?
anything that is carbonated is a no-go. Well, I
Well, we have a lot. We love performing a lot of our
plan accordingly for an audition and right
originals which include “don’t eat the doughnuts,” “urdidn’t
I was about to perform my song, I burped
nt drnk!?!1” and some covers which include “Forgetbefore
into the mic, loudly and very un-lady like.
You” and “Fight For Your Right to Party.” We justdirectly
Fortunately, the judges overlooked it,
love playing I guess
and I made into the semifinal round.

How long have you performed?
Odd Man Out has been performing since 2007. We’ve
been performing with this line-up since 2010 and it has 		
		
been without a doubt the best year so far

		
		
		
		
		
Photos submitted by bands

Who are your biggest influences?
I guess I would have to say people that love music and
people who are looking for a good time. And the usual —
drugs, sex and rock’n’roll.

Who are your biggest influences?
This list could go on forever! I’m
inspired by people, in general,
who follow their passions. But
musically
speaking, I would say Jonny
Lang, Missy Higgins, Tyrone
Wells and Tony Lucca
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The Advocate is now seeking
applicants for assistant
editor and ad representative
positions.
To apply, or for more
information, email advocate@
mnstate.edu with “assistant
editor” or “ad representative” in the subject
line. Also, applications are available in The
Advocate office, CMU 110. Assistant editor
applications must be in by Nov. 21.

Interested in writing or
photographing for
The Advocate?
Meet us at our meetings every
Monday at noon
in the Mass Comm. Lounge on 2nd
floor Flora Frick.

Classifieds
For Rent

2 story 3 bdrm. All utilities paid. Sorry no pets & no
smoking. Available now. Very
close to MSUM. Call 701-2375328 for more details or to
schedule a showing.

Services
Pregnant? Free pregnancy testing and limited
ultrasound exams with
registered nurses. www.
firstchoiceclinic.com or
701-237-6530.
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Crossword Puzzle

Answers to the crossword can be found within this issue of The Advocate.
Hunt diligently and strive for excellence!

